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We present a parameterization of the Stillinger-Weber potential to describe the interatomic

interactions within single-layer MoS2 (SLMoS2). The potential parameters are fitted to an

experimentally obtained phonon spectrum, and the resulting empirical potential provides a good

description for the energy gap and the crossover in the phonon spectrum. Using this potential, we

perform classical molecular dynamics simulations to study chirality, size, and strain effects on the

Young’s modulus and the thermal conductivity of SLMoS2. We demonstrate the importance of the

free edges on the mechanical and thermal properties of SLMoS2 nanoribbons. Specifically, while

edge effects are found to reduce the Young’s modulus of SLMoS2 nanoribbons, the free edges also

reduce the thermal stability of SLMoS2 nanoribbons, which may induce melting well below the bulk

melt temperature. Finally, uniaxial strain is found to efficiently manipulate the thermal conductivity

of infinite, periodic SLMoS2. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4818414]

I. INTRODUCTION

As the first two-dimensional material, the physical proper-

ties of graphene have been extensively investigated, as shown

in the reviews in Refs. 1–6. Inspired by the novel physical

properties of two-dimensional graphene, there has been increas-

ing interest in studying other similar two-dimensional and one-

atom-thick layered materials,7 particularly as these more

recently studied two-dimensional materials may have superior

properties to graphene. For instance, MoS2 is a semiconductor

with a bulk bandgap above 1.2 eV,8 which can be further

manipulated by changing its thickness.9 This finite bandgap is a

key reason for the excitement surrounding MoS2 as compared

to graphene as graphene has a zero bandgap unless strain,10 or

other gap-opening engineering is performed.11 Because of its

direct bandgap and also its well-known properties as a lubri-

cant, MoS2 has attracted considerable attention in recent

years.12,13

Similar to graphene, single-layer MoS2 (SLMoS2) can be

obtained by the mechanical exfoliation technique. Recent

studies have shown that the SLMoS2 is a promising alternative

to graphene in some electronic fields. Radisavljevic et al.14

demonstrated the application of SLMoS2 as a good transistor,

which has a large mobility above 200 cm2 V�1 s�1. This

large mobility is realized through the usage of a hafnium

oxide gate dielectric. Considering its large intrinsic direct

bandgap of 1.8 eV,9 SLMoS2 may also find application in

optoelectronics, energy harvesting, and other nano-material

fields.9,14–30

Quite recently, the thermal transport properties of

SLMoS2 have started to attract attention, due to the superior

thermal conductivity found in graphene.6,31–34 First-

principles calculations were performed to investigate the

thermal transport in the SLMoS2 in the ballistic transport

region.35,36 For diffusive thermal transport, a force-field

based molecular dynamics (MD) simulation was performed

by Varshney et al.37

For theoretical investigations of SLMoS2, first-

principles calculations are the most accurate approach, due

to their ability to provide quantum mechanically based pre-

dictions for various properties of SLMoS2. However, it is

well-known that first principles techniques cannot simulate

more than around a few thousand atoms, which poses serious

limitations for comparisons to experimental studies, which

typically occur on the micrometer length scale. For such

larger sizes, classical MD simulations are desirable.

However, the key ingredient for accurate MD simulations is

an empirical interatomic potential from which the forces that

are needed in Newton’s equations of motion can be derived.

Several such interatomic potentials have been proposed

for MoS2 and SLMoS2. In 1975, Wakabayashi et al.38 devel-

oped a valence force field (VFF) model to calculate the pho-

non spectrum of the bulk MoS2. This model has been applied

to study the lattice dynamics properties of MoS2 based

materials.39–41 The VFF model is a harmonic potential,

which is only valid for predictions of the elastic properties of

MoS2, and thus cannot be used in general for large-scale MD

simulations of thermal transport or mechanical deformation.

In 2009, Liang et al. parameterized a bond-order potential

for MoS2,42 which is based on the bond order concept under-

lying the Brenner potential,43 and where a Lennard-Jones

potential is used to describe the weak inter-layer van der

Waals interactions in MoS2. This Brenner-like potential was

fitted to the phase diagram of Mo and S based materials, and

used for MD simulations of friction between MoS2 layers.

a)Corresponding authors: jinwu.jiang@uni-weimar.de (JWJ); parkhs@bu.edu

(HSP); timon.rabczuk@uni-weimar.de (TR).
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This potential was recently further modified to study the

nanoindentation of MoS2 thin films using a molecular statics

approach.44 A separate force field model was parameterized

in 2010 for MD simulations of bulk MoS2.37

The Tersoff45–49 and Brenner43 bond-order potentials

have had particular success for carbon-based materials.

Beside these two potentials, the Stillinger-Weber (SW)

potential is another successful empirical potential for cova-

lently bonded systems.50 The SW potential has a simpler

form and fewer parameters than the Brenner potential, so it

is much faster, although it may lose some accuracy in some

situations as a trade off. One of the practical advantage of

the SW potential is that it has been implemented in almost

all available MD simulation packages, where the users’ only

task is to simply list the SW parameters in the running script.

Considering its good translational performance, it is of prac-

tical significance to develop a parameterization of the SW

potential for SLMoS2.

In this paper, we present a parameterization of the SW

potential based on fitting the phonon spectrum for SLMoS2.

There are five interaction terms in this SW potential, which

correspond to the five basic modes of motion in SLMoS2.

This potential provides an accurate prediction for the struc-

tural parameters, as well as the Young’s modulus of

SLMoS2. Based on this SW potential, we studied chirality,

size, and strain effects on the mechanical and thermal prop-

erties of SLMoS2 nanoribbons with free edges. The free

edges are found to play an important role in impacting both

the mechanical and thermal properties of SLMoS2.

II. STRUCTURE

Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) show the structure of zigzag

SLMoS2. Panel (a) is the top view. For clarity, the viewing

direction in (b) is changed slightly from (a). The red paralle-

logram depicts the unit cell in this two-dimensional system,

which contains one Mo atom and two S atoms. A SLMoS2

includes three atomic layers. The central Mo atomic layer is

sandwiched by two S atomic layers with strong intra-layer

interaction. We note that we have used the phrase “intra-

layer” for these three atomic layers in the SLMoS2. We will

use another phrase “inter-layer” for the interaction between

two MoS2 layers. Panel (c) shows a local configuration. Each

Mo atom is surrounded by six first-nearest-neighboring

(FNN) S atoms, while each S atom is connected to three

FNN Mo atoms. The five springs illustrate the five strongest

interaction terms. The two blue springs display two kinds of

angle bending interactions, while the other three red springs

depict the bond bending interactions.

III. PARAMETERIZATION OF THE STILLINGER-
WEBER POTENTIAL

A. Covalent bonding in MoS2

In 1975, Wakabayashi et al. developed a VFF model to

analyze their inelastic neutron-scattering data on the phonon

spectrum of bulk MoS2.38 This VFF model has been success-

fully applied to study different MoS2-based structures.39–41

As pointed out by Yu, the VFF model is based on the

covalent nature of chemical bonds in the structure.51 In the

VFF model, five potential terms are introduced for the

description of the intra-layer interaction. These terms are

essentially equivalent to the five interaction terms depicted

by the springs in Fig. 1. The VFF model is a harmonic poten-

tial, and thus is not applicable for the structure relaxation.

However, the success of this model implies that the atoms in

MoS2 interact with each other mainly through covalent

bonding. This characteristic enables us to develop covalent

bonding-based empirical potentials to describe the intera-

tomic interactions for the MoS2 system.

B. Stillinger-Weber potential

As inspired by the VFF model, we now parametrize a

SW potential to describe the five interactions shown in

Fig. 1. The SW potential treats the bond bending by a two-

body interaction, while the angle bending is described by a

FIG. 1. Configuration of single-layer MoS2. (a) Top view. The unit cell is

highlighted by a parallelogram. (b) The viewing direction is slightly changed

to display the intra-layer structure. (c) Each Mo atom is surrounded by six S

atoms, while each S atom is connected to three FNN Mo neighbors. Springs

illustrate the five interaction terms: two angle bending terms and three bond

bending terms.
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three-body interaction. The total potential energy within a

system with N atoms is as follows:

Uð1;…;NÞ ¼
X
i<j

V2ði; jÞ þ
X

i<j<k

V3ði; j; kÞ: (1)

The two-body interaction takes following form:

V2 ¼ �AðBrpr�p
ij � rqr�q

ij Þe½rðrij�arÞ�1�; (2)

where the exponential function ensures a smooth decay of

the potential to zero at the cut-off, which is key to conserving

energy in MD simulations.

The three-body interaction is

V3 ¼ �ke½crðrij�arÞ�1þcrðrjk�arÞ�1�ðcoshjik � cosh0Þ2; (3)

where h0 is the initial angle.

Explicitly, there are five SW potential terms for the

SLMoS2 corresponding to Fig. 1(c). (1) V2ðMo� SÞ corre-

sponds to the bond bending between the Mo atom and its

FNN S atoms. (2) V2ðS� SÞ describes the bond bending

between the S atom and its second-nearest-neighboring

(SNN) atoms (i.e., S atoms). (3) V2ðMo�MoÞ is for the

bond bending between two SNN Mo atoms. (4) V3ðMo
�S� SÞ describes the bending for the angle with Mo atom

as the apex. (5) V3ðS�Mo�MoÞ is the bending for the

angle with an S atom as the apex.

The SW potential has succeeded in many covalent bond-

ing systems, such as diamond-like structures and graphene.54

There are several advantages in the SW potential. (1) First,

each potential term carries a clear physical interpretation.

The two-body term is due to the bond bending interaction,

and the three-body term captures the angle bending move-

ment. This advantage is inherited from the VFF model. (2)

Second, the anharmonic portion in the SW potential has pro-

vided reasonably accurate information for nonlinear effects

in covalent systems.54 This nonlinear property is important

for MD simulations of nonlinear phenomena like thermal

conductivity. (3) Finally, there are several practical advan-

tages of the SW potential. The most important one is the

wide application of this SW potential. It has been imple-

mented in most available lattice dynamics or molecular dy-

namics simulation packages, such as GULP52 and

LAMMPS.53 The SW potential parameterized in present

work can be applied directly in these simulation packages,

by simply changing the SW parameters in the running script.

C. SW parameterization

The code GULP52 was used to calculate the fitting pa-

rameters for the SW potential, where the SW parameters

were fit to the phonon spectrum of SLMoS2. The phonons

are the most important heat energy carrier in the thermal

transport in semiconductors. Thus, the phonon spectrum

plays a crucial role for the thermal conductivity.

Furthermore, the acoustic phonon velocities from the phonon

spectrum are closely related to the mechanical properties of

the material.55 As a result, a good fitting to the phonon

spectrum will automatically lead to a good description for

mechanical properties.

Fig. 2 shows the fitting results for the phonon spectrum

of SLMoS2 along the CM line in the Brillouin zone. The SW

potential is fitted for SLMoS2 (not bulk MoS2). This can

greatly simplify the fitting procedure as compared to fitting

for bulk MoS2, because it is more difficult to fit the potential

to two nearly degenerate curves. The experimental data are

from Ref. 38. It has been shown that the phonon spectrum

from the first-principles calculation agrees with these experi-

mental data.20 It means that our theoretical results on the

phonon spectrum also agree with the first-principles calcula-

tions. We note that while the experimental data are for bulk

MoS2, we have adopted the data for SLMoS2. We do so by

reading out the experimental frequency for the intra-layer

phonon modes from one of the two almost degenerate

curves. The inter-layer phonon modes in bulk MoS2 are

determined by the inter-layer van der Waals interaction, so

they are not considered here. This is justifiable, however,

because the only difference between bulk MoS2 and

SLMoS2 is the weak van der Waals interaction between adja-

cent S atomic layers.42 The van der Waals interaction is sub-

stantially weaker than the strong intra-layer SW interactions,

which will be confirmed later. We will show later that the

resulting SW potential can be combined with the van der

Waals interaction to describe the interaction within bulk

MoS2.

The phonon spectrum in Fig. 2 is calculated with the

SW parameters shown in Tables I and II. The SW potential

FIG. 2. Phonon spectrum for SLMoS2 along the CM direction in the

Brillouin zone. The results from the SW potential (blue lines) are fitted to

the experiment data (gray pentagons) from Ref. 38. We note the energy gap

around 250 cm�1 and the crossover between the two highest-frequency

spectra.

TABLE I. The two-body (bond bending) SW potential parameters for

GULP.52 The expression is V2 ¼ Ae½q=ðr�rmaxÞ�ðB=r4 � 1Þ. Energy parameters

are in the unit of eV. Length parameters are in the unit of Å.

A q B rmin rmax

Mo-S 6.0672 0.7590 15.0787 0.0 3.16

S-S 0.4651 0.6501 22.3435 0.0 3.76

Mo-Mo 3.5040 0.6097 25.1333 0.0 4.27
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has been slightly reformulated in GULP as shown in the cap-

tion of the two tables. All cut-offs are determined from the

structure of SLMoS2 in Fig. 1(c). These values are not

relaxed during the fitting procedure. We note that GULP has

introduced an additional cut-off (rmax23) for the angle bend-

ing potential terms V3ðMo� S� SÞ and V3ðS�Mo�MoÞ.
This additional cut-off is critical if the apex atom has more

than 4 FNN atoms. For example, the additional cut-off is

very important for the V3ðMo� S� SÞ potential term.

Specifically, in Fig. 1(c), there are six FNN atoms around the

Mo1 atom: S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, and S6. These atoms form two

different types of angles: /S4Mo1S6 and /S4Mo1S5. The

length rS4�S6 is different from rS4�S5, so these two angles can

be distinguished by the additional cut-off. However, they

become indistinguishable if the additional cut-off is not

introduced. We wish to consider interactions only for the

bending of the first angle /S4Mo1S6, which is why we state

that the additional cut-off in GULP plays a critical role.

Several basic physical considerations have been found

to be helpful during the fitting procedure. First of all, the ini-

tial input SW parameters are estimated from different inter-

action terms in the VFF model, which provides a reasonable

basic parameter set for the fitting procedure. Furthermore,

each of the five interaction terms dominates the correspond-

ing phonon branches in the phonon spectrum. To disclose

the mapping between the interaction terms and the phonon

branches, it is helpful to consider the eigenvector of each

phonon branch. Fig. 3 shows the motion (eigenvectors) for

the nine phonon modes at the C point. The figure is plotted

with XCRYSDEN.56 Panel (a) shows the three translational

acoustic modes. Their frequencies are zero due to the rigid

translational symmetry in the SW potential.57 These three

branches get a major contribution from the V2ðMo� SÞ;
V3ðMo� S� SÞ, and V3ðS�Mo�MoÞ terms. Panel (b)

shows two intra-layer shearing modes, which have the same

frequency. The two outer S atomic layers involve in an out-

of-phase shearing motion, while the inner Mo atomic layer is

stationary. Obviously, this motion is governed by the two

angle bending terms V3ðMo� S� SÞ and V3ðS�Mo�MoÞ.
Panel (c) shows another two intra-layer shearing modes. The

movement of the two S atomic layers is in-phase. This

motion style can be regarded as if the two S atomic layers

are still, while the inner Mo atomic layer is oscillating. This

motion style is controlled mainly by the two angle bending

terms V3ðMo� S� SÞ and V3ðS�Mo�MoÞ. These four

intra-layer shearing modes in panels (b) and (c) become dis-

persed at the edge of the Brillouin zone. This dispersion is

controlled by the V2ðMo�MoÞ and V2ðS� SÞ potential

terms. Panel (d) shows two intra-layer breathing modes. In

the first mode, the two S atomic layers oscillate out-of-phase,

so the V2ðS� SÞ potential term makes a significant contribu-

tion for this mode. We have taken advantage of the mapping

between the interaction terms and the phonon branches dur-

ing the fitting procedure.

As another verification of our SW potential, we note the

crossover between the two highest-frequency optical

branches. This crossover also occurs in first-principles calcu-

lation results,20 yet it is absent in the VFF model.38 These

two branches correspond to the two phonon modes in Fig. 3.

From the motion of these two modes, it can be found that a

smaller V2ðS� SÞ interaction between the two outer S

atomic layers is important for this crossover to occur. If this

interaction between the two S atomic layers is too strong,

then the first mode (with S layers oscillating out-of-phase)

will have a larger frequency than the second mode (with S

layers oscillating in-phase). In this case, the two branches

TABLE II. Three-body (angle bending) SW potential parameters for GULP.52 The expression is V3 ¼ Ke½q1=ðr12�rmax12Þþq2=ðr13�rmax13Þ�ðcos h� cos h0Þ2. Energy

parameters are in the unit of eV. Length parameters are in the unit of Å. Mo-S-S indicates the bending energy for the angle with Mo as the apex.

K h0 q1 q2 rmin12 rmax12 rmin13 rmax13 rmin23 rmax23

Mo-S-S 6.5534 81.2279 0.6503 0.6503 0.00 3.16 0.00 3.16 0.00 3.78

S-Mo-Mo 6.5534 81.2279 0.6503 0.6503 0.00 3.16 0.00 3.16 0.00 4.27

FIG. 3. Eigenvectors for the nine phonon modes at the C point in SLMoS2.

(a) Three acoustic phonon modes. (b) Two intra-layer shearing modes, with

the two S atomic layers undergoing out-of-phase shearing. (c) Another two

intra-layer shearing modes, with the outer two S atomic layers undergoing

in-phase shearing. (d) Two intra-layer breathing modes.
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will diverge from each other instead of crossing over. In the

VFF model,38 the S-S coupling is on the same order as the

coupling between Mo-Mo, so the crossover is missing. In

our calculation, the S-S interaction (0.4651 eV) is much

smaller than the Mo-Mo interaction (3.5040 eV), which ena-

bles us to capture the crossover phenomenon. Our SW poten-

tial fit has also preserved the energy gap around 250 cm�1

between the acoustic and optical branches. This is made pos-

sible from a proper choice of the strength ratio between the

two-body and three-body interactions.

Table III shows the SW parameters used in LAMMPS.

The expression of the SW potential used in LAMMPS is

shown in the caption, which is exactly the same as the origi-

nal SW paper. All values in this table are derived from

Tables I and II by comparing their expressions of the SW

potential. The potential script for this SW potential in

LAMMPS can be found in the supplementary material.72 As

long as LAMMPS uses exactly the original expression for

the SW potential, there is no any additional cut-off for the

three-body interaction. As a result, LAMMPS cannot distin-

guish /S4Mo1S6 and /S4Mo1S5, so the V3ðMo� S� SÞ
potential term is applied to both angles. This makes simula-

tion impossible, because these two angles are quite different

and should not have the same interaction. Furthermore, we

hope to consider interactions only for /S4Mo1S6, not for

/S4Mo1S5. We thus have made an ad hoc modification in

the source file pair sw:cpp to embed the additional cut-off.

The modified source file pair sw:cpp can be found in the

supplementary material.72 Users can recompile their

LAMMPS package using the modified pair sw:cpp file, and

then start their simulations on SLMoS2 with the SW poten-

tial script in the supplementary material.72

D. Discussion on the SW potential

As we have pointed out in the discussion for Fig. 2, the

experimental data used for the fitting procedure are actually

for bulk MoS2 instead of SLMoS2. For bulk MoS2, the adja-

cent MoS2 layers are weakly coupled through van der Waals

interactions, which can be well described by the Lennard-

Jones potential. Table IV lists the two parameters for the

Lennard-Jones potential as developed in Ref. 42. The SW

potential combined with this Lennard-Jones potential enables

us to simulate bulk or few-layer MoS2.

Fig. 4 shows the phonon spectrum in bulk MoS2 along

the CM high symmetric line in the Brillouin zone. Our theo-

retical results agree quite well with the experimental data for

bulk MoS2. Each curve in the SLMoS2 is split into two clos-

ing curves in bulk MoS2, due to the weak inter-layer van der

Waals interactions. A distinct influence of the inter-layer van

der Waals coupling is the generation of three low-frequency

branches around 30 cm�1 and 60 cm�1. Fig. 5 shows the

eigenvectors of these three phonon modes at the C point; (a)

and (b) are two inter-layer shearing modes and (c) is the

inter-layer breathing mode. It is important to note that the

calculated frequencies for both inter-layer shearing and

breathing modes are in good agreement with the experimen-

tal data (red numbers).

IV. STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION AND BULK
AND SIZE-DEPENDENT ELASTIC PROPERTIES

To characterize the structural parameters of SLMoS2 in

the relaxed configuration, the Mo-S bond length from our

calculation is 2.3920 Å, which is quite close to 2.382 Å from

first-principles calculations.20 The intra-layer lattice constant

TABLE III. SW potential parameters for LAMMPS.53 The two-body potential expression is V2 ¼ �AðBrpr�p
ij � rqr�q

ij Þe½rðrij�arÞ�1 �. The three-body potential

expression is V3 ¼ �ke½crðrij�arÞ�1þcrðrjk�arÞ�1 �ðcos hjik � cos h0Þ2. tol in the last column is a controlling parameter in LAMMPS. Note that the last two lines only

contribute to the two-body (bond bending) interaction, where the three-body interactions are zero (k ¼ 0). Hence, the other three-body parameters (c and

cosh0) in the last two lines can be set arbitrarily. Energy parameters are in the unit of eV. Length parameters are in the unit of Å.

� r a k c cos h0 A B p q tol

Mo-S-S 6.0672 0.7590 4.1634 1.0801 0.8568 0.1525 1.0 45.4357 4 0 0.0

S-Mo-Mo 6.0672 0.7590 4.1634 1.0801 0.8568 0.1525 1.0 45.4357 4 0 0.0

Mo-Mo-Mo 3.5040 0.6097 7.0034 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 181.8799 4 0 0.0

S-S-S 0.4651 0.6501 5.7837 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 125.0923 4 0 0.0

TABLE IV. The Lennard-Jones potential parameters for the inter-layer cou-

pling between two neighboring S atomic layers from Ref. 42. The expression

is V ¼ 4� r
r

� �12 � r
r

� �6
h i

. The cut-off is 10.0 Å.

� (eV) r (Å)

0.00693 3.13

FIG. 4. Phonon spectrum for bulk MoS2 along the CM direction in the

Brillouin zone. The results from the SW potential (blue lines) are compared

with the experiment data (gray pentagons) from Ref. 38. We note the agree-

ment between the SW results and the experiment for the two low-frequency

optical modes at the C point (inter-layer shearing and breathing modes).
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is 3.0937 Å, which agrees with the experimental value of

3.15 Å.38 For bulk MoS2, the vertical lattice constant is

12.184394 Å, which is also close to the experimental value

12.3 Å.38 The angles are /SMoS ¼ /MoSMo ¼ 80:581�.
The SW potential has been fitted to the phonon spectrum

as discussed above. The acoustic phonon branches are related

to the in-plane Young’s modulus. Hence, it is natural to expect

that the SW potential developed above should also give reason-

able prediction for the Young’s modulus of SLMoS2. We find

that the Young’s modulus for SLMoS2 is 229.0 GPa if periodic

boundary conditions (PBCs) are applied in the two intra-plane

directions, which does not depend on the chirality or the size of

the system. To extract the value of the Young’s modulus, we

have adopted 6.092197 Å as the thickness of SLMoS2, which is

half of the vertical lattice constant. Recent experiments have

measured the effective Young’s modulus to be E¼ 120 6 30

Nm�1,58,59 or E¼ 180 6 60 Nm�1.60 These values correspond

to an in-plane Young’s modulus of 198:6649:7 GPa or

297:9699:3 GPa, considering the thickness of 6.092197 Å.

Our theoretical value of 229.0 GPa coincides with the experi-

mental value within its error.

If free boundary conditions (FBCs) within the two-

dimensional plane of SLMoS2 are applied, then so-called

edge effects become active and important, as has previously

been observed for graphene.61–64 Edge effects arise from the

fact that atoms at the boundaries of two-dimensional crystals

are undercoordinated, i.e., have fewer bonding neighbors

than atoms within the crystal bulk, and thus edge effects are

the two-dimensional analog of surface effects for three-

dimensional crystals. Their effects on the elastic proper-

ties63,65 and the mechanical quality factors61,64 of graphene

have recently been investigated. Fig. 6 shows that the

Young’s modulus is sensitive to both the chirality and width

of SLMoS2. In this calculation, the length is kept constant at

5 nm and the results are found to be independent of the

length. Interestingly, the Young’s modulus for both zigzag

and armchair SLMoS2 decreases as the width decreases. This

is different from the size-dependent trend observed by

Reddy et al.,63 but similar as the results found by Zhao

et al.66 for graphene nanoribbons. The Young’s modulus is

smaller for armchair SLMoS2 than zigzag SLMoS2, and both

curves converge to the same value as in the PBC calculation,

i.e., 229.0 GPa, which corresponds to SLMoS2 without edge

effects, as the width increases.

V. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF SLMoS2

In the previous sections, we have developed a SW

potential to describe the interactions within SLMoS2. The re-

mainder of this paper focuses on simulations of thermal

transport in both infinite, periodic SLMoS2, and SLMoS2

nanoribbons with free edges, whose physical properties are

different due to the edge effects.

A. Simulation details

The thermal transport is simulated by the MD simulation

method implemented in the LAMMPS package.53 The ther-

mal current across the system is driven by frequently moving

kinetic energy from the cold region to the hot region.67 This

energy transfer is accomplished via scaling the velocity of

atoms in the hot or cold temperature-controlled regions. The

total thermal current pumped into the hot region (or pumped

out from the cold region) is J ¼ aEhot
k . We have introduced a

current parameter a to measure the energy amount to be

aggregated per unit time. Ehot
k ¼ Nhot � 1:5kBT is the statisti-

cal total kinetic energy in the hot region, where Nhot is the

number of atoms in the hot temperature-controlled region, kB

is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. We note

that the total current J is the eflux parameter in the fix heat
command in LAMMPS. We point out the physical meaning

of the current parameter a. This parameter is the ratio

between the aggregated energy and the kinetic energy of

each atom, i.e., a measures the thermal current for each atom

with respect to its kinetic energy. A larger current parameter

leads to a larger temperature gradient. For example, if

a ¼ 1:0, then atoms in the cold region will be frozen,

because their kinetic energies are fully removed to the hot

region. The velocity scaling operation is performed every

s ps, which can be regarded as the relaxation time of this par-

ticular heat bath.

FIG. 5. The eigenvectors for the two inter-layer shearing modes and the

inter-layer breathing mode. (a) and (b) are the two shearing modes with

degenerate frequency. (c) The inter-layer breathing mode. Numbers are the

frequency calculated from the SW potential, which is compared with the

experiment data38 in parentheses. FIG. 6. Size-dependent Young’s modulus for armchair and zigzag SLMoS2

nanoribbons (i.e., with free boundary conditions). The length of the SLMoS2

is 5 nm. Both curves converge to the same value of 229.0 GPa, which coin-

cides with the Young’s modulus of SLMoS2 with PBCs.
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After thermalization for a sufficiently long time, a tem-

perature profile is established across the SLMoS2. Fig. 7

shows the temperature profile for armchair SLMoS2 with

size 39:51� 3:75� 0:60 nm, which has PBCs in both in-

plane directions. The central region is put in the hot

temperature-controlled region, and the two ends are put in

the cold temperature-controlled region. The two insets show

that the left middle region with x 2 ½0:125; 0:375� and the

right middle region with x 2 ½0:625; 0:875� are linearly fitted

to extract two temperature gradients. These two temperature

gradients are averaged to give the final temperature gradient
dT
dx. The thermal conductivity of the SLMoS2 is obtained

through the Fourier law

j ¼ 1

2
� J

jdT=dxj ; (4)

where a factor of 1
2

comes from the fact that heat current

flows in two opposite directions.

B. Simulation results and discussions

We first examine the effects of the two parameters for

the thermal transport simulation, i.e., the relaxation time s
and the current parameter a. We simulate the thermal trans-

port at 300 K in armchair SLMoS2 with different s and a.

PBCs have been applied in this case to eliminate edge

effects. Fig. 8(a) shows that the temperature gradient is not

sensitive to the relaxation time. The current parameter a
¼ 0:1 in these simulations, so the thermal current is also

unchanged for these simulations. Hence, the obtained ther-

mal conductivity is not sensitive to the relaxation time. We

choose s ¼ 0:04 ps in all following simulations.

Fig. 8(b) shows the effect from the current parameter a.

From its definition, the thermal current J increases linearly

with increasing current parameter a. The figure shows that

the temperature gradient also increases linearly with increas-

ing current parameter for a � 0:125, which means that the

obtained thermal conductivity does not depend on the current

parameter value for a � 0:125. However, the increase of the

temperature gradient clearly deviates from the linear behav-

ior for a � 0:15. As a result, one gets different values for the

thermal conductivity for different current parameters a,

which is artificial. It actually indicates the violation of the

Fourier law in case of large temperature gradient, because

the Fourier law is a linear phenomenological law.

If the current parameter a is large, then the atoms in the

hot region are more likely to reach a high temperature, which

can lead to melting of SLMoS2 from the hot region, consid-

ering that its melting point is about 1458 K.68 Fig. 9 illus-

trates the melting process of armchair SLMoS2 at 300 K with

a large current parameter of a ¼ 0:3. The snap-shots are pro-

duced by OVITO.69 Fig. 9(a) shows the hot atom number to

the total atom number ratio, where a hot atom is defined to

be an atom with temperature above the melting point. The

melting process begins around 0.16 ns and is finished quickly

within 90 ps. Fig. 9(b) are snap-shots for the initial melting

process. The melting starts from some atoms in the hot

temperature-controlled region, and propagates to the two

cold temperature-controlled regions. Fig. 9(c) are snap-shots

for the final stages of the melting process, which shows that

the armchair SLMoS2 has fractured, leading to evaporation

FIG. 7. Temperature profile at 300 K for armchair SLMoS2 with PBC. The

current ratio a ¼ 0:1 and the relaxation time of the heat bath is s ¼ 0:04 ps.

The top left inset shows the linear fitting for the profile in x 2 ½0:125; 0:375�,
giving a temperature gradient dT

dx1
. The right inset shows the linear fitting for

the profile in x 2 ½0:625; 0:875�, giving a temperature gradient dT
dx2

. These

two temperature gradients (dT
dx1

and dT
dx2

) are averaged in the calculation of

the thermal conductivity using the Fourier law.

FIG. 8. Temperature gradients from the calculation with different simulation

parameters in armchair SLMoS2 with PBC. (a) The relaxation time s has

almost no effect on the simulation result. The current ratio a ¼ 0:1. (b) The

temperature gradient increases linearly with increasing current ratio in small

a region. The increasing deviates obviously from linear for a > 0:15. The

relaxation time s ¼ 0:04 ps.
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of most of the atoms, while the remaining atoms aggregate

into a spherical nano-particle. The size of the resulting nano-

particle is stabilized through exchanging surface atoms with

these atoms that have been evaporated into the air.

Fig. 10 shows the temperature dependence for the ther-

mal conductivity of SLMoS2, where a ¼ 0:1 for all simula-

tions. The zigzag SLMoS2 has the size 40:0� 3:88

�0:60 nm, which is almost the same as the armchair

SLMoS2. There is no obvious difference in the thermal con-

ductivity between the armchair and zigzag SLMoS2 with

PBCs in the in-plane lateral direction. This is the result of

the three-fold rotational symmetry in SLMoS2. This symme-

try requires all physical properties, which are second-order

tensors, to be isotropic in all in-plane directions.57 Due to

this requirement, the thermal conductivity obtained from the

Fourier law is isotropic.

Fig. 10 also shows that the free edges have an important

effect on the thermal conductivity. The armchair SLMoS2

with FBCs in the in-plane lateral direction has much lower

thermal conductivity than that with PBC at 100 and 150 K.

For the zigzag SLMoS2, the thermal conductivity at 100 K is

almost the same with either PBC or FBC. The thermal con-

ductivity at higher temperature for SLMoS2 with FBC is not

shown in the figure, because the free edges in the SLMoS2

are not stable at higher temperature, as will be discussed

next.

Fig. 11 shows that the free edges can induce a melting

phenomenon in SLMoS2 at 300 K with a ¼ 0:1. Panel (a)

shows the hot atom ratio, where the melting process starts

around 0.1 ns and finishes rapidly within 15 ps. Snap-shots in

Fig. 11(b) show that the melting initiates at the free edges.

At t¼ 0.09 ns, there is obvious disorder at the two free edges,

which are indicated by red ellipses. These disordered regions

propagate into the center and finally merge into a large disor-

dered region. Actually, these disordered regions are amor-

phous structures, which occur due to the lack of constraint

within the two-dimensional plane because of the free edges

and dangling edge bonds. Subsequent melting of the entire

SLMoS2 occurs rapidly. Finally, a nanoparticle is also gener-

ated as the outcome of the melting phenomenon.

FIG. 9. Melting of armchair SLMoS2 with PBCs at 300 K with a large current ratio of a ¼ 0:3. (a) The hot atom number to the total atom number ratio. Hot

atoms are those with temperature above the melting point Tm ¼ 1458 K. The melting process begins around 0.16 ns and ends quickly. A large current ratio

leads to high temperature in the hot temperature-controlled region, resulting in higher melting possibility. (b) Snap-shots for initial stages of the melting pro-

cess. The melting starts from some atoms in the hot temperature-controlled region, and propagates to the two cold temperature-controlled regions. (c) Snap-

shots for the final stages of the melting process. The SLMoS2 fractures, followed by evaporation of most of the atoms. Finally, the remaining atoms aggregate

into a spherical nano-particle. The size of the resulting nano-particle is stabilized through exchanging surface atoms with the evaporated atoms. Color in (b)

and (c) is with respect to the temperature.

FIG. 10. Temperature dependence for the thermal conductivity. The chiral-

ity does not appear to significantly affect the thermal conductivity. The arm-

chair MoS2 nanoribbon with free edges (FBCs) has a much lower thermal

conductivity than that without free edges.
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The initial disordered region at the free edges is due to

the localization of edge modes in these regions. Fig. 12

shows a typical edge mode in the SLMoS2 with free edges.

In this mode, only edge atoms vibrate with large amplitude,

while the inner atoms exhibit comparably low amplitude

motion. As a result, the edge regions have higher possibility

to form defects. This free edge induced melting phenomenon

is different from the temperature-induced melting for system

without free edges as shown in Fig. 9. Specifically, the free

edge induced melt occurs at lower temperature and with a

smaller current parameter than the temperature-induced

melt. For the given current parameter a ¼ 0:1 which means

that the Fourier law is obeyed, the melting temperature for

infinite, periodic (i.e., with PBCs in-plane) armchair, or zig-

zag SLMoS2 is about 600 K. However, in the presence of

free edges, this melting temperature drops to about 200 K or

150 K for armchair or zigzag SLMoS2, respectively.

Finally, Fig. 13 presents the tensile strain effect on the

thermal conductivity at 300 K of the armchair SLMoS2 with

PBCs, which are used to eliminate edge effects. It shows that a

strain of 0.08 can reduce the thermal conductivity by nearly

40%. Similar strain effect has also been found on the thermal

conductivity of the graphene.70,71 This considerable reduction

of the thermal conductivity is mainly due to the strain-induced

scattering of the acoustic phonon modes. The application of the

uniform axial mechanical strain effectively excites the low-

frequency longitudinal acoustic phonon modes. These effective

longitudinal acoustic phonons do not assist the thermal trans-

port, but they participate in the scattering of other phonons. As

a result, the thermal conductivity is considerably reduced.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have obtained a parameterization of

the SW potential for the interatomic interactions in SLMoS2.

The SW parameters are obtained by fitting to the phonon

FIG. 11. The melting process in the armchair SLMoS2 with free edges at

300 K. (a) The hot atom number to the total atom number ratio. The whole

melting process is completed rapidly. (b) The melting process starts from

the free edge, which possess some edge modes as shown in figure. The edge

modes cause serve damage to the free edges, inducing the induction of the

melting phenomenon. An obvious nano-particle is also generated as the out-

come of the melting phenomenon.

FIG. 12. One edge mode in the arm-

chair SLMoS2 with free edges. Left

and right are the top and side views,

respectively.

FIG. 13. Strain effect on the thermal conductivity at 300 K of the armchair

SLMoS2 with PBC.
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spectrum of the SLMoS2. In particular, the SW potential is

able to reproduce the energy gap around 250 cm�1 in the

spectrum and the cross-over between the two highest-

frequency intra-layer breathing phonon branches. It also pro-

vides an accurate prediction for the Young’s modulus of

SLMoS2. The SW potential was then used to predict the chir-

ality and size dependence for the Young’s modulus of the

SLMoS2 nanoribbons with free edges, where a strong reduc-

tion in Young’s modulus with decreasing size was observed.

Finally, we performed molecular dynamics simulations to

study the thermal transport in SLMoS2. We find that the free

edges in the SLMoS2 nanoribbon are not stable and can

induce a melting phenomenon at temperatures far below the

melting temperature of bulk MoS2. The temperature and

strain dependence of the thermal conductivity was studied,

and in particular a substantial decrease in the thermal con-

ductivity with increasing tensile strain was observed.
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